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ABSTRACT
In the era of Big Data, Cloud Computing and Internet of Things,
most of the existing, integrated solutions that attempt to solve their
challenges are either proprietary, limit functionality to a predefined
set of requirements, or hide the way data are stored and accessed. In
this work we propose Cenote, an open source Big Data management
and analytics infrastructure for the Web of Things that overcomes
the above limitations. Cenote is built on component-based software
engineering principles and provides an all-inclusive solution based
on components that work well individually.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most prominent intersections in the modern computing
landscape is that of the Big Data, Cloud Computing and Internet
of Things (IoT) disciplines (BCI). It is now common practice for
sensing, real-world devices to send their data over a networked
cloud computing system for information to further be processed.
Processing usually implies analyzing the data, a task facilitated
by some cloud computing environment and the intelligent - often
autonomously made - decisions are propagated to the application
at hand through actuating, real-world objects, closing the loop
and providing value to the application chain. Besides the Value,
the other four V’s of Big Data are also present in these types of
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applications: Volume (scale), Velocity (speed), Veracity (certainty)
and Variety (diversity). With the addition of Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning algorithms, such cyber-physical systems
are expected to cover the basic needs of all kinds of modern so-
ciety organizations: business, finance, manufacturing, health and
environment among others. Example applications include e-Health,
smart cities, smart home, smart metering, video surveillance, smart
mobility, environmental monitoring, smart logistics and more [14].

One of the main challenges between IoT and Cloud Computing
is that of interoperability [15], due to competing standards and
custom solutions. The Web of Things [16, 17] has been proposed as
a way to mitigate this issue by mingling real-world things into the
Web and at the same time taking advantage of the Web’s merits.
Moreover, on the integration of Big Data with Cloud Computing
disciplines, typical challenges include: data storage and manage-
ment, data transmission and curation, data processing and analysis
and data privacy and security [20]. At the intersection of all these
challenges, we propose Cenote, a Big Data Management System
(BDMS) with analytics capabilities for the Web of Things provid-
ing (near) real-time analytics capacities to event streams coming
in from any kind of web source. Cenote is a system that: (i) is
open source, following a component-based development approach,
(ii) can be considered as a general-scope, out-of-the-shelf, BDMS,
supporting analytics out-of-the-box in many scenarios that involve
event stream processing, (iii) combines both (near) real-time analyt-
ics and batch processing, and (iv) is deployed in a distributed and
scalable manner.

2 CENOTE ARCHITECTURE
Cenote’s architecture is depicted in Figure 1. Data transmission is
split into twomain flows: the write flow and the read flow. The write
flow is concerned with writing data from “web-enabled things” to
Cenote, while the read flow is concerned with returning answers to
analytics-related API calls [5] coming from HTTP-enabled clients.
Cenote uses the following components:

NGINX [10] is a popular, high performance load balancer, web
server and reverse proxy.

MEN stack API server. MEN stack stands for a technology
stack that is composed of MongoDB [9], Express web framework [7]
and Node.js [11]. It is a very popular stack for building API servers.

Apache Kafka [1] is a distributed streaming platform that can
publish and subscribe to streams of records (topics). Additionally it
stores these streams of records using a fault-tolerant durable way.

Apache Storm [3] is an open source distributed real-time com-
putation system. A Storm topology - a directed graph where each
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Figure 1: Cenote’s architectural diagram depicting the components involved in both write and read flows.

vertex represents a computational element - consumes streams of
data and can processes those streams in arbitrarily complex ways.

CockroachDB [6] is distributed CAP-consistent, SQL, ACID
compliant database with automatic scaling, rebalancing and repair-
ing mechanisms.

Apache Spark [2] is a unified analytics engine for large-scale
data processing. We selected because of its merits as a batch pro-
cessing engine.

Redis [12] is an open source, in-memory data structure store,
used as a database, cache and message broker.

Apache Zookeeper [4] is used to coordinate clusters of com-
ponents like Storm and Kafka.

2.1 Data modelling
The main data entity of Cenote is that of an event. Events are
individual timestamped collections of data points. Each data point
contains a set of properties and their values in a specific point in
time. Similar events are organized in event collections. Events are
modelled as JSON documents that do not have an enforced schema.
An example is shown in Listing 1. The schemaless nature of the
events offers easier extensibility in the expense that one must strive
to store similar events in each event collection. From a technical
perspective, each event collection is stored in a single CockroachDB
table, with each column corresponding to a single JSON property.

Listing 1: JSON load example
1 {"cenote": {
2 "created_at": "2012 -12 -14 T20 :24:01" ,
3 "timestamp": "2012 -12 -14 T20 :24:01" ,
4 "id": "asd9fadifjaqw9asdfasdf939"
5 },"device": {
6 "id": "1234567890 abcdef",
7 "model": "H09 Beta",
8 "temperature": 29.5}}

2.2 Write flow
The write flow is found on the upper half of Figure 1. HTTP requests
for writing data arrive in Cenote to the load balancer, which routes
the requests in a round-robin fashion to the web API nodes. From
there the requests are queued in Kafka. From this point on fault-
tolerance starts. Storm Spouts consume messages from Kafka and
transmit them to the processing Storm Bolts. Each processing Bolt
is responsible for updating running statistics for outlier detection
and writing the events to the data store.

2.3 Read flow
The read flow is found on the lower half of Figure 1. HTTP GET re-
quests are received by Cenote that correspond to analytics queries.
Whatever calculations can be handled by CockroachDB are handled
by the database, to reduce data transfer volumes, and after some
post-processing in the web servers the responses are sent to the
clients. Cenote supports the following types of analytics queries
for a given property, event collection and timeframe of reference:
(i) average (ii) sum (iii) count unique (iv) count (v) maximum (vi) me-
dian (vii) minimum (viii) percentile (ix) select unique. In addition
the API supports filtering and group-by capabilities for querying
and extraction capabilities of large chunks of events for external
processing.

2.3.1 Outlier Detection. Anomaly detection enhances the veracity
of the data andmay prove to be a highly valuable addition, especially
in real-time mode of operations. This requirement imposes the need
for an online, inside a streaming context, outlier detection algorithm.
To this end we have examined a lot of different alternatives [21] and
have picked the algorithm found in [13] that is based on Chebysev’s
inequality. This algorithm was selected due to: a) its simplicity,
with the implication that it will not increase the latency between
request-response in velocity terms, b) the ability to work without
making any assumption on the distributions. One limitation is that
we examined only algorithms that perform outlier detection in
numerical values. As a threshold we chose the p−value to be 0.05.

In the write flow the algorithm calculates two pairs of running
averages and variances of a numeric property based on [23] using
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Lua scripting inside Redis. Listing 2 displays the script for the
calculations. KEYS[1] contains the triplet n (count),m (mean) and
m2 (squared distance from the mean) and ARGV[1] contains the
new numerical value.

Listing 2: Running mean and variance calculation.
l o ca l agg r eg a t e = r e d i s . c a l l ( ' ge t ' , KEYS [ 1 ] )
l o ca l decode = c j s o n . d e c o d e ( a gg r e g a t e )
l o ca l n = decode [ ' n ' ]
n = n + 1
l o ca l m = decode [ 'm ' ]
l o ca l m2 = decode [ 'm2 ' ]
l o ca l d e l t a = ARGV[ 1 ] − m
m = m + d e l t a / n
m2 = m2 + d e l t a ∗ (ARGV[ 1 ] − m)
decode [ ' n ' ] = n
decode [ 'm ' ] = m
decode [ 'm2 ' ] = m2
l o ca l encoded = c j s o n . e n c o d e ( decode )
r e d i s . c a l l ( ' s e t ' , KEYS [ 1 ] , encoded )

In the write flow and for a given numeric property:
(1) update running mean and variance based on Listing 2
(2) if the numeric property is more extreme than the ODV (Out-

lier Detection Value) the property is an outlier
(3) else, the numeric property is not an outlier and update the

2nd pair of running average and variance.
(4) continue with storage as all the data are written to Cenote

whether they are outliers or not.
The ODV lower (ODVL) and upper (ODVU ) thresholds are cal-

culated based on the equations below:

ODVU = µ +
1
√
p
× σ ,ODVL = µ −

1
√
p
× σ (1)

In the read flow, in all API calls there will be a query parameter
named outliers. The default value will be include, but there will
be two other values: exclude and only. The value include will
include all outliers in the queries, exclude will exclude them and
only will only use the outliers. In the write flow the ODV values
are based on the 2nd pair of running averages and variance. In the
read flow a lower p−value should be used, i.e. 0.01.

3 EXPERIMENTATION
For experimentation Cenote was installed on a cluster that consists
of one master node and three workers (Table 1). We evaluated
Cenote on two axes: (i) measure the scalability of the system in
terms of handling the incoming traffic (web part) and serving the
incoming requests (write pipeline), (ii) quantify the capabilities of
our system while performing certain analytics operations such as
outlier detection and summation computations.

3.1 Incoming traffic experiment
The main objective of the first experiment is to measure the perfor-
mance efficiency of Cenote in handling a big amount of incoming
traffic. Table 2 presents the results.

Table 1: Cluster Specifications

Node CPU RAM Memory

master 2x vCPUs 9GB 100GB HDD
worker 2x Intel Xeon 4114 64GB 1.6TB SSD
worker 2x Intel Xeon 4114 64GB 1.6TB SSD
worker 2x Intel E5-2630 v3 9GB 1.8TB HDD

3.2 Analytics experiments
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Figure 2: Comparative analysis results for findingmaximum
operation

We conducted two analytics experiments. Figure 2 illustrates the
results for the operation of finding the maximum on a table that
contains 450, 000 events. As shown in the figure, Cenote is able
to serve 250 requests in less than 20 seconds. It is worth noting
that the impact of enabling outlier detection remains constant and
causes an overhead which lies in the interval from 14% to 16% of
the response time. This is expected as the operations are performed
inside the database and thus this is what determines the execution
time. This fact is demonstrated in Table 3, where we compared the
measured response times between having 2 and 3 CockroachDB
instances. The results showed that increasing the number of DB
instances improved the average response time in all cases.

4 RELATEDWORK
When building a BDMS, two of the most influential architectures
are known as lambda and kappa architectures. In the lambda ar-
chitecture [19], a series of layers (batch, serving, speed) is built in
order to satisfy Big Data properties and to facilitate the next layer
to build upon it. One of the problems of the lambda architecture is
that the code needs to be maintained in two complex distributed
systems and produce the same results [18]. This has led to the kappa
architecture that uses only a stream processing engine to handle the
full problem. Cenote has acquired features from both architectures.
The data storage is immutable and constantly growing, there is
only one codebase and we have targeted more specifically (near)
real-time analytics.

Cenote is heavily influenced by the commercial analytics service
of keen.io [8]. Keen.io receives events in the form of JSONmessages
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Table 2: Incoming traffic benchmarks. The scaling factor refers to API servers and Storm supervisors. In the last row with
3 Storm supervisors the system has reached its limit, degrading its performance. At this traffic levels, the cluster should be
upgraded.

Incoming throughput Scaling Av. Response Av. Response
(requests/second) factor Rate API (req/sec) Rate Storm (req/sec)

25,000 1 154 534
25,000 2 161 1,273
25,000 3 362 754

Table 3: Database scaling results

Req Response Time (sec) Diff2 DB instances 3 DB instances

50 4.40 3.34 -31.61%
100 6.36 6.23 -2.06%
150 9.51 9.12 -4.26%
250 16.18 14.97 -8.09%
750 47.09 43.78 -7.57%
1,000 62.64 57.43 -9.07%

that can be analyzed and visualized for taking informative decisions.
Themain difference between keen.io and Cenote is that Cenote is an
open source BDMS. It includes also a batch processing component
along with an online outlier detection algorithm.

In [22] the authors use the combination of the components Kafka,
Storm and MongoDB to store the sensor data from the manufac-
turing process. Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN)-based outlier detection and Random Forest
classification were used to remove outlier sensor data and provide
fault detection during the manufacturing process, respectively. The
main difference is that Cenote is a general-case BDMS that can
work in multiple domains, organizations and projects, while its
outlier detection algorithm is online.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this work we proposed Cenote, an open source BDMS focusing
on Big Data management and (near) real-time analytics for the Web
of Things.We have extensively tested both the design principles and
the cluster deployment, where our production cluster was able to
handle 1K requests per second end-to-end, meaning from receiving
to persisting the request. In addition, it is capable of handling much
bigger loads - we have tested it with 25K requests/second - in its
current state, with increased latency. The querying operations were
found to be also scalable, while the selection of the online outlier
detection algorithm was proven to have a small impact on the
response times. Our future plans include the ad-hoc fusion of batch
and real-time querying.
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